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Science lab tools definitions

Develop coding and computer science extracurricular subjects – By hosting coding clubs outside the classroom, girls have the opportunity to join groups of friends and develop an interest that doesn't feel like school work. Examples, ideas and inspiration... American Computer Science League Programming Teams With a
new division for elementary school students, this program is NASSP approved and provides numerous competitive opportunities in computing. More than 200 teams from the USA, Canada, Europe, Africa and Asia are already taking part. Computing Kids Complete curriculum for before or after-school club for students in
Seattle, Washington area. CK instructors provide everything necessary to start the program, and come to work with the kids on site. GEAR Club This Texas-based Get Excited About Robotics club was designed in conjunction with Texas Tech University, challenging elementary school students and high school
programming LEGO robotics for competitive tournaments. Saturday Academy Girls Engage Technology Group This program helps teachers (or parents or other adults) organize a technology-based activity for a group of fourth and fifth-grade girls free of charge. Techsperts Example of an elementary school technology
club that uses free online exercises to teach students new computer programs and skills. CSFirst Club Google's CSFirfir allows groups to create their own club, which is the center of coding and computing learning using Google's free resources. To offer greater access to computer-aided educational children – Coding
games gives young students the opportunity to hand and collaborate learning for use both inside and outside formal lessons. Examples, ideas and inspiration... Cubetto Playsets Suitable Pre-K and Kindergarten, these educational games help learn the logic of coding without using actual computers. LittleBits LittleBits kits
contain color-coded circuit pieces that give children the ability to build, invent, program and break their way into various different target projects or programs and power ideas from their own imagination. Tech Will Save Us Dough Using a familiar gaming tite with circuits and lights, young students learn some basic
engineering and computer science. Kano Pixel Kit This kit comes with a circuit panel and lights and little else, but with these tools girls can build basic sequence commands and explore the basics of coding. Creating a new curriculum that is accessible to all teachers – The free curriculum is available online with interactive
lessons. Many are even created with teachers new computing in mind. Teachers, counselors and parents can work with caregivers to get more creative lessons tailored to their classrooms. Examples, ideas and inspiration... Code.org Code.org offers free fully formed lessons in computing and digital literacy; Free
workshops are also available for teachers learning computer science teaching. K12CS K12CS provides a complete framework and guidance for teaching K-12 computing. Edutopia Coding Resource Guide Edutopia's extensive resources for coding teaching include this useful guide to the tools, applications and lessons
available to teachers. Ignite A 3D design and electronics program for students and classrooms focusing on teaching 3D printing concepts. TechnoKids Computer curriculum of a technology project with age-specific lessons for K to 3rd grade, grade 3 to 6 and up. The classes are available in several subject areas, from art
to mathematics, science, history and more. Host tech fairs, fun nights and exposure exploration – By hosting technology events, schools give students the opportunity to learn about the various possibilities that technology holds. Students can present their work to classmates and communities, while teachers can see what
ideas their colleagues have given. Examples, ideas and inspiration... Basic Science Olympiad A program that combines technology with competition and fun learning. Teachers and organizers can get lesson plans, fun day or fun nightly ideas, or host tournaments with the resources you find here. Elementary Technology
Fair At a primary school in Georgia, a technology fair was held with projects from third to fifth grade students. The District Tech Expo This Washington school district has used expo technology to demonstrate how the technology is used in its classrooms and give communities opportunities to engage with education.
Respond to pupils' learning needs – Schools can create a unique computer-oriented curriculum and learning experience that give their girls (and boys) the opportunity to approach computing in creative ways. Take advantage of mentoring and tutoring opportunities and create classroom activity spaces that include art,



gambling, sports and other subjects your girls love. Examples, ideas and inspiration... Computer Science Tutoring Partnerships College students make excellent role models for younger students, and this tutoring software partnership from Rutgers University focuses on coaching girls in programming, game design and
robotics to show them computer technology can be fun. The Girls in Tech Mentorship Program Mentoring GIT NX mentoring program hosts workshops focused on the next generation of girls in technology. Mentoring couples are made by local professionals or university students; find a local chapter to start. Kitronic E-
Textile Tutorials This resource provides free tutorials and resources as well as kits available for purchase in the field of e-textiles. Makerspace Resources One of the main topics covered in the renewed learning blog is aimed at turning your school library into a makerspace based on STEM, everything written by a high
school librarian. Made with google's code Made with Code, it offers projects and event kits for girls and their teachers. STEMWorks Group schools across Hawaii in a unique program that connects students with community leaders and gives them hands-on learning opportunities. Project Tech-Girls This curriculum
resources provide ideas for rapid classroom activities and long-term curriculums to build high school students' interest in computing. Create classrooms that inspire Research shows that girls often turn off the picture of a computer geek and other negative stereotypes that surround computing. Tech classrooms and
computer labs can do a few things to make girls (and boys) feel more welcome and excited to participate. Examples, ideas and inspiration... Create a School Makerspace and 3 Simple Steps International Society for Technology in Education This post on a blog from ISTE provides an easy way for teachers and
administrators looking to create maker-friendly spaces for kids to learn technology through the game. Makerspace Ideas This directory of NC State University offers a number of ideas about classroom components to help teachers think about how they can develop project-based spaces that are enticing and inspiring for
girls (and boys). To help, contact working computer scientists – By inviting women working in computer science to visit classrooms, or for companies to host students on a trip, schools can help inspire and connect girls with role models in the real world. Examples, ideas and inspiration... American Association for the
Advancement of Science STEM Volunteer Program This program helps connect participating schools with professionals who can meet students or even participate in a career day. The College Exploration Days SteM Squared Exploration Day program, offered by San Diego State University, gives high school students
the opportunity to be on campus and explore new technologies and innovations that could motivate them to conduct a computer career. Microsoft Field Trips for K-12 Students In addition to workshops for Minecraft and DigiGirlz coding programs, Microsoft hosts trips for school groups like this Coding Exploration Day trip,
designed by one New York high school. Techbridge Girls Sample Workouts Not sure you can convince a computer scientist to be a role model or mentor? Use Techbridge Girls funds to register for your exemplary training or partnership programs. Host events that enshu girls – One way to encourage girls to participate in
computing is to connect their external interests and hobbies with technology. This can help make girls engaged and interested even after the event. Examples, ideas and inspiration... AAUW Tech Savvy This career conference designed for girls in the 6th to 9th grade, which also includes a component for parents, all
centered around strengthening girls' interests for technology. This page provides a way to find a local branch to organize a conference. Code/Art An example of an event that rotates digital art with coding for girls. This hands-on tech expo is designed in Miami. Girls Go CyberStart Challenge Challenge online cybersecurity
only for girls that can be entered by individuals or teams up to Best part: no prior knowledge is needed to participate! Laramie Robotics Club Partnership between the University of Wyoming and local high schools, this club encourages girls and boys to program robotics in addition to computer science and engineering
professors. Tech-Girls High School Research Program Example of Day Activities for High School Students; students facilitate technological demonstrations, conduct project activities and host discussions to give secondary students the opportunity to explore technology. TechGirlz Teen Volunteers Program Teachers can
work with groups of high school students to run these technology and computer-based workshops for high school students to not only promote learning, but also provide mentoring. Develop computer science Pen-Pal exchange – Either by contacting an existing program or starting a new one with a local faculty, university
or business, schools can promote students' interest in computers by connecting them with scientists and experts in the fields. For girls, this can have the added benefit of giving them role models that prove that women can thrive on the ground. Examples, ideas and inspiration... Letters to scientists This pen program
promotes friendship and inspiration, bringing together high school students from high-poverty schools and real scientists around the world. Stanford Science Pen Pals Through this program K-12 students can team up with Stanford scientists as pens. Coordinate shadow days or business partnerships – Working with local
schools can provide girls with more opportunities to explore computer science by encouraging the shadow of the current university student and experience computer courses at the faculty level firsthand. Working shading or partnering with current computer science experts to help teach students can also help girls build
computer career aspirations. Examples, ideas and inspiration... Kansas State University Shadow Days This college program allows high school students of all ages to shadow STEM undergraduate and sit on courses. SYDCON Business Incubator Program Launch partnerships between schools and local companies that
promote computing, such as the SYDCON Software Business Incubator, gives girls excellent exposure to real computer technology applications. TEALS Initiative, supported by Microsoft Philanthropies, TEALS connects high schools and qualified computer science professionals with team-teach students. Work-based
learning teachers and school counsellors can use this guide on how to implement work partnerships with local businesses to shad jobs, mentoring and more. Create or sponsor a competitive team – Large-scale competitions often require faculty sponsors, and in some cases only a faculty member can apply. Be that
person and encourage all the girls of the team when possible. Students may not have the opportunity to participate in some of these events without the support of their school. Examples, ideas and inspiration... App Sponsored by MIT and Verizon for Innovative Learning, this annual challenge for applications for school
teams across the country is a challenge. Conrad Challenge Teams of students, who are aged 13 to 18, are challenging to develop ideas that help change and benefit the world in specific industries, including cyber technology and security. High School Capture the Flag Cybersecurity Online Challenge created by high
school students, with five teams competing to find code flags. Kalamazo Teacher Creates Student 'Code Warriors' Michigan Education Association Take a lesson from this Michigan teacher, whose job was to use contest-based learning to get more girls excited about computing. Lemeson-MIT InvenTeams This
competition provides a scholarship to a faculty member that can be used to fund a team of student technology research and project. Programming Challenge 4 Girls launched in New Zealand, this one-day online programming challenge involves teams only for girls from around the world, using the programming language
Alice. PC4G also boasts no experience of the necessary shape, with all events, including tutorials. Encourage girls to advocate, apply for awards – There are many competitions and prizes for high school girls that are for women only. Encourage computer science students to advocate closing the gender gap in computer
science and apply for recognition. Examples, ideas and inspiration... ACWIT Aspirations in Computing Revolutionizing the face of technology is the main goal of this award program from the National Center for Women & Information Technology, which provides scholarships, computing internships, learning programs and
more for girls who participate. ConnectHer Girls and STEM Award Girls, which advocate closing gender gaps in technological fields, can use video and computer technology to edit a short film essay for this award. EngineerGirl Essay Contests With a different subject focused each year, the National Academy of
Engineering's EGirl Essay Contest takes place each fall with the winners announced in the spring or summer. Screen inspiring movies and discuss current events – For schools that can't take students on a trip to technology centers or competitions, showing movies and discussing current events around women's topics in
computing can be great alternatives. That way, girls will still be able to see women who work and succeed in computer science. Examples, ideas and inspiration... CodeGirl This is an award-winning documentary about different teams of young girls who are screwing in the technovation challenge. Code: Eliminating
gender differences This film explores the reasons for the low proportion of women in the field of computer technology. the_developers although it's not a full-on film, this brief focuses on three women involved in computer science. National Public Radio's Take on Harvey Mudd's Success This transcript of a All Things
Considered of NPR NPR Some of the ways Harvey Mudd inspired young women to computer science. Listen, then talk about what might work similarly for your school. Encourage girls to mentor and lead – It is easier for students to avoid their comfort when they have a friend or mentor to encourage them. Giving high
school students the opportunity to connect with peers or provide technological leadership can increase confidence and encourage a more fun, inviting computer science environment. Examples, ideas and inspiration... AspireIT K-12 Outreach Program This almost in-kind mentoring program focuses on the learning and
mentoring of each other on the foundations of programming and calculation, along with K to 12th grade girls. High School Help Desk Give students the power to fix each other's technological problems with student-run help desks. This program at Burlington High School offers a document course to get your student help
desk up and running. Create introductory courses for those without background knowledge – It's never too late to start learning computer science. But female students may feel discouraged on courses with male classmates who have had experience in computer science and exposure. By creating an experience-free
version of computer science introductory courses, young women can learn without the pressure of known peers. Examples, ideas and inspiration... Harvey Mudd College Introductory CS Classes By changing the structure of introductory computer science courses to appeal to more women, Harvey Mudd College has seen
a radical increase in the number and retention of women studying computer science. Self-Paced CS 101 at Stanford A work-at-your-own-pace format for first computer students, providing a more relaxed experience that anyone who can use an Internet browser can do. Intro to Programming Half-Semester at MIT Even
the most prestigious technology universities offer computer programs for students with zero prior experience, in semi-semester format for students seeking water testing. Participation of sponsors at women's conferences – conferences are valuable networking opportunities and give women an insight into any future
careers in the computer and the ability to share what they have learned with others. By helping women to attend multiple conferences, especially those focused on diversity in technology, colleges can empower girls to realise their computer science potential. Examples, ideas and inspiration... Conference funds for
graduates allow graduate students to share what they have learned by funding their presentations at conferences, such as this program from Carnegie Mellon University. Harvey Mudd College Funds GHC Participation Another factor in Harvey Mudd's rapid increase in the enrollment of young women in computer science
courses is the opportunity for women to attend the Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing. WiSE Conference University of Washington delivers conference Students. The Women in Science and Engineering event is complete with speakers, workshops and professional development, networking and career
fairs of resources. Join a program aimed at increasing diversity in computing – By joining forces with other institutions to deal with the issue of low enrollment of women in computer science, faculties and universities can access each other's resources and share ideas. Examples, ideas and inspiration... Building,
employment and integration for the various colleges and universities that are branches of this programme work with other institutions to increase women's participation in technology and other stem fields. National STEM Collaborative National Consortium of Nonprofits and Higher Education Institutions organized by the
Center for Gender Equality in Science and Technology Arizona State University. Texas Girls Collaborative Project This effort at the state level allows ing groups, colleges and universities, K to 12 programs and businesses to participate in efforts that encourage girls to pursue stem education and careers. Offer computer-
related scholarships, career counseling and services to students – Students often make their student decisions according to where they will receive the best funds and services. By offering more computer science scholarships to women, faculties will be able to support women in their programs. Examples, ideas and
inspiration... Horizons Scholarship Horizons is a scholarship that benefits women whose studies and work in computer science can be used for national security. Huskies@Work not for a female-specific resource, this Alumni-Student matching program gives University of Washington students a real-life perspective on
what to expect after graduation. Women at the STEM Career Fair of Florida Atlantic University take the opportunity to connect their students with potential employers through their STEM Careers Fair only for women. Women TechMakers Scholar Program This scholarship fund honors Anita Borg gives generous
scholarships to undergraduate and graduates in computer science programs. Programs.
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